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Foreword 

 

The current issue of “New Arrivals: List of New Additions with 
Summaries” contains a list of New Books that were processed in 

the month of February 2024 and are available for use in the 
National Social Science Documentation Centre of ICSSR. In the 
main text, entries are arranged by the title, followed by 
bibliographical details and a summary of the document. For easy 
retrieval Author and Keyword Index are also given at the end 
where the number in front of the Author or Keyword denotes the 
serial number of the entry in the main list of New Additions. 
Interested readers can consult the listed titles by visiting the 
library. 
 

Suggestions are always welcome. 
 

 

                                                     Ramesh Yernagula  
Director (Documentation) 

                                       NASSDOC 
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S.No. Title and Other Details Acc. No 

1 Human trafficking: an organised crime?/ Jesperson, Sasha - Hurst & Company 

London , 2019 ;xiii, 210p. 

53081 

 
According to this book human trafficking extends far beyond the stereotypical 

image of forced prostitution, affecting various industries globally. Victims, often 

coerced or deceived, move through different stages, from smuggled migrants to 

trafficking victims and back again. This complex issue involves organized crime, 

making victims complicit in their own exploitation. The involvement of criminal 

networks amplifies the dangers for victims and challenges detection and 

intervention efforts. Field research in Albania, Eritrea, Nigeria, and Vietnam 

reveals a dynamic business model adapting to legal and enforcement changes. 

 

2 Humour and the performance of power in South Asia: anxiety, laughter and 

politics in unstable times / Perera, Sesanka & Pathak, Dev Nath - Routledge 

London , 2022 ;xiii, 194p. 

53082 

 
This book delves into the intricate relationship between humour and power 

dynamics in South Asia, particularly during times of political upheaval or 

instability. Through essays from India, Sri Lanka, and Bangladesh, it explores how 

humour functions and manifests in various forms, such as dance-drama, stand-up 

comedy, cartoons, memes, and satire. By examining historical and contemporary 

themes, including civic participation, media influence, and political commentary, 

the volume sheds light on humour's role as a narrative reflecting the nature of 

democracy in the region. From folklore to online technologies, it analyzes the 

impact of humour across different cultural, social, and technological platforms. 

This interdisciplinary work will be invaluable for scholars and researchers in 

cultural studies, political science, sociology, media studies, and South Asian 

studies. 

 

3 India and Central Asia: The Mythmaking and International Relations of a Rising 

Power/ Kavalski, Emilian - Bloomsbury New Delhi , 2022 ;xi, 255p. 

53083 

 
This book offers a comprehensive examination of India's foreign policy, with a 

specific focus on its engagement with Central Asia amidst a backdrop of global 

geopolitics. Emilian Kavalski explores India's increasing international presence, 

driven by economic growth and political dynamics, including tensions with 

Pakistan. Against the backdrop of the 'new Great Game' in Central Asia, involving 

Russia, China, and the US, the book delves into India's ambitions, capabilities, and 

interactions with major powers. "India and Central Asia" provides a timely 

analysis of a rising power's foreign policy in a politically volatile region. 

 

4 India and the changing geopolitics of oil: / Bhandari, Amit - Routledge New York, 

2022 ;xi, 94p.  

53084 

 
This book delves into India's evolving role in the global energy landscape, focusing 

on its emergence as the world's third-largest importer of oil. It analyzes the shifting 

dynamics of oil demand and supply, as well as the growing importance of natural 

gas, renewable energy, and alternative sources. Examining India's quest for energy 

security amidst changing geopolitical relations, economic sanctions, and 

competition with China, the volume explores strategies such as building 

partnerships, investing in stable oil-rich countries, and utilizing market 

mechanisms. With insights relevant to international relations, geopolitics, energy 
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studies, and trade, this book is essential reading for scholars, policymakers, 

diplomats, and professionals across various fields. 

5 India and UN Peacekeeping: Through the Prism of Time/ Goswami, P.K. - 

Knowledge World New Delhi , 2023 ;xix, 500p. 
53085 

 
The book is a comprehensive compendium that delves into India's significant 

contributions to UN Peacekeeping Operations (UNPKO) over a period of 60 years. 

It compiles articles originally published in the USI Journal and other USI 

publications, shedding light on various aspects of India's involvement in UNPKO 

missions. These articles cover reflections from authors who participated in UN 

peacekeeping missions in Korea, Congo, Yugoslavia, Somalia, Sierra Leone, 

Ethiopia, Eritrea, and Sudan. Of particular value are the compiled talks by 

prominent figures such as Mr. Kofi Annan, the former UN Secretary-General, and 

Mr. Lakhdar Brahimi, former Foreign Minister of Algeria and head of the Brahimi 

Panel Report, delivered at the USI of India in 2001. 

 

6 India-China rivalry, asymmetric no longer: an assessment of China's evolving 

perceptions of India / Singh, Abhay Kumar - Knowledge World Publishers New 

Delhi , 2021 ;xi, 212p. 

53086 

 
This book offers a unique perspective on the bilateral dynamics between India and 

China by examining China's mental and emotional perceptions of India. Rather 

than focusing solely on the power asymmetry between the two nations, it delves 

into China's contemporary perceptual image of India through analysis of Chinese 

publications. The book challenges the notion of characterizing the rivalry as one-

sided, arguing that India is seen as a strategic rival by China, despite not being its 

principal rival. As India strengthens its defense capabilities and expands its 

regional influence, Beijing increasingly factors New Delhi into its strategic 

calculations. Authored by Abhay Kumar Singh, a Research Fellow at the Manohar 

Parrikar Institute for Defence Studies and Analyses in New Delhi, the book 

contributes to understanding the complex dynamics shaping the geopolitical order 

in the Indo-Pacific region. 

 

7 India Migration Report 202: Migrants And Health/ Rajan,S.Irudaya - Routledge 

New York, 2022 ;xxix,324p. 

53087 

 
According to this book India Migration Report 2021 presents a detailed study on 

the health of migrants. It highlights major healthcare challenges faced by migrant 

labourers, especially in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, which has forced 

authorities, policymakers and many other stakeholders to turn their attention to 

healthcare delivery unlike ever before. 

 

8 India, Vietnam and the Indo-Pacific: expanding horizons / Jha, Pankaj - Routledge 

New York, 2021 ;xi, 16p.  

53088 

 
This book provides a comprehensive examination of the bilateral relations between 

India and Vietnam in the 21st century within the context of the Indo-Pacific 

geopolitical construct. It explores how this framework enhances their engagement 

amidst the changing dynamics of international competition, including the rise of 

China, the role of the United States and Japan, and the evolving stance of ASEAN. 

The volume delves into political, economic, defense, and strategic dimensions of 

the relationship, while also analyzing India's Act East Policy and its impact on 

regional dynamics. A significant contribution to the field of international relations, 
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the book will be invaluable for students and researchers in maritime studies, 

security studies, geopolitics, and  

9 Indian Tribes/ Beniwal, Anju - K.K. Publication New Delhi, 2018 ;viii,163p. 53089 
 

This book examines the pressing tribal issues arising from globalization's spread, 

as tribal communities find themselves on the forefront of its expansion. Situated 

in pristine environments abundant with resources, such as forests and minerals, 

tribes face significant changes as they adapt to modern ways of living. The 

traditional customs and lifestyle of these communities are evolving, prompting a 

shift towards modernization. Through this exploration, the book calls for societal 

awareness and proactive engagement with these complex dynamics. 

 

10 India's approach to border management: from barriers to bridges / Das, Pushpita - 

Knowledge World New Delhi , 2021 ;xx, 366p.  
53090 

 
This book offers a comprehensive examination of India's approach to managing its 

international borders, highlighting the factors that have influenced this framework. 

It argues that India's response has been shaped by persistent cross-border threats 

and challenges, leading to a security-centric approach characterized by border 

hardening and underdevelopment of border areas to counter external conventional 

threats. In addition to analyzing the threats faced by India along its borders, the 

book explores various border management practices, including the establishment 

of border guarding forces, physical and electronic fencing, initiatives to facilitate 

legitimate cross-border travel, development programs for border areas, and efforts 

to enhance trade and connectivity through bilateral cooperation mechanisms. 

 

11 India's fragile borderlands: the dynamics of terrorism in north east India / 

Upadhyay, Archana - I.B. Tauris London , 2009 ;xix, 308p. 
53091 

 
This Book provides a thorough analysis of terrorism in India's North East, focusing 

on its origins, impact, and international ramifications. It explores how terrorism in 

the region, stemming from cultural identity issues and perceived discrimination by 

the Indian state, has evolved from local groups to globally connected 

organizations. The book examines the causes and manifestations of terrorism, 

counter-terrorism efforts, and the region's geopolitical significance. Archana 

Upadhyay delves into the ideologies driving these groups and their connections 

with organized crime. This insightful study is essential reading for students of 

Politics, History, and International Relations. 

 

12 India's grand strategy and foreign policy: strategic pluralism and subcultures / 

Beitelmair-Berini, Bernhard - Routledge Newyork , 2022 ;xi, 200p. 

53092 

 
The book explores the competing grand strategic worldviews shaping India's 

foreign and security policies by analyzing the interaction between normative 

modern International Relations theories and vernacular concepts of statecraft and 

strategy. To assess the diverse competing ideas which characterize India's debates 

on grand strategy and foreign policy, the author presents the subculture-cleavage 

model of grand strategic thought. This innovative analytical framework reveals the 

complexities of India's strategic pluralism and offers the building blocks for a 

systematic analysis of grand strategy formation. The book demonstrates that the 

strategic paradigms, or strategic subcultures, are marked by contending ideas of 

Indian statehood and civilization, held by policymakers and the informed public, 

and are a result of ideology-driven perceptions of the country's strategic 

environment. The author argues that the apparent hybridization and stretching of 
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modern and traditional concepts of international relations in India has become a 

widespread feature of Indian foreign policy to meet the needs of state formation 

and nation-building. A unique approach to organising and understanding the 

debates and discourse in Indian strategic thinking, the book will be of interest to 

specialists and students in the field of International Relations, political theory, 

South Asian Studies and India's foreign and security policy-- 

13 India's Pakistan Conundrum: Managing a Complex Relationship / Sabharwal, 

Sharat - Routledge Newyork , 2021 ;228p. 
53093 

 
This book provides a comprehensive analysis of the complex relationship between 

India and Pakistan, delving into the historical conflicts and lack of trust that have 

characterized their interactions. It examines the internal dynamics of the Pakistani 

state and its impact on India, offering insights into key issues in the bilateral 

relationship. Drawing on the author's diplomatic experience, including as the High 

Commissioner of India to Pakistan, the book presents a range of policy options for 

addressing the challenges posed by Pakistan and proposes a way forward for 

India's Pakistan policy. With its insider's perspective and scholarly approach, the 

book is a significant contribution to diplomatic history and foreign policy analysis, 

appealing to both general readers and scholars in various fields including foreign 

policy, international relations, and South Asia studies. 

 

14 Indigenous intergenerational resilience: Confronting cultural and ecological crisis/ 

Williams, Lewis - Routledge New York, 2022 ;viii, 225p. 
53094 

 
This book advocates for greater indigenous-led intergenerational resilience to 

address contemporary crises like climate change and cultural clashes. It argues that 

these crises, though often treated separately in media, are interconnected and 

rooted in structures of white supremacism. By integrating the wisdom of elders 

with the vision of youth, the book proposes a holistic approach to confronting these 

challenges. Its inclusive perspective on Indigenous-led resilience is valuable for 

interdisciplinary scholars working on human-ecological resilience, both 

Indigenous and non-Indigenous. 

 

15 Information Organization and Dissemination Through Subject Gateways: / Sanyal, 

Surojit - Ess Ess New Delhi , 2021 ;144p. 

53095 

 
This book begins with a historical overview of subject gateways, defining them 

and analyzing existing literature on the topic. It then provides a detailed description 

of the development of 164 subject gateways worldwide, presented in tabular 

format. Additionally, the book offers guidance on how to develop a subject 

gateway. Finally, it concludes with a comprehensive bibliography on subject 

gateways for further reading. 

 

16 Infrastructure of injustice: state and politics in Manipur and Northeast India / 

Ziipao, Raile Rocky - Routledge New York, 2021 ;xii, 188p. 
53096 

 
This book examines the dynamics of infrastructure development in Northeast India 

especially Manipur from a socio-anthropological perspective. It looks at the 

pattern and distribution of infrastructure in the region to analyse the impact of 

education, roads and healthcare on the livelihoods, ecosystems, governance, and 

social futures of communities. The volume examines the infrastructure deficit in 

the conflict-ridden state of Manipur, focusing especially on electricity and roads. 

The author shows how problems arising from poor infrastructure are further 

complicated on account of corruption, insurgency, ethnic unrest and the politics of 
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marginalization. Looking at the discourse around development in the Northeast, 

the volume also highlights the structural inequality in Manipur and other states. It 

further shows how infrastructure development can become a means for enabling 

trade, creating markets, diluting boundaries between varied ethnic groups and 

connecting people. This book will be useful for researchers and scholars of 

development studies, economics, social anthropology, sociology and public policy 

particularly those interested in India's Northeast-- 

17 India InThe G20: Rule- Taker to Rule- Maker/ Kriplani, Manjeet - Routledge New 

York, 2022 ;vii,132p. 

53097 

 
This book examines the significance of India's upcoming presidency of the G20 

Summit in 2023, highlighting the opportunity for India to assert its influence on 

global economic governance. It explores how the G20 provides a platform for both 

developed and developing nations, allowing India to showcase its leadership and 

contribute to shaping global rules. The volume discusses India's journey within the 

G20, the core agenda of the summit, and the importance of associated forums like 

T20 and B20. It also addresses the challenges and opportunities of India's 

leadership role and outlines India's agenda for its presidency year. 

 

18 Inside teaching: how to make a difference for every learner and teacher / 

Blanchard, John - Routledge New York , 2017 ;xi, 171p. 

53098 

 
This book research and evidence about what effective teaching means in practice. 

Covering all aspects of teaching, it encourages the reader to reflect on their pupils, 

their planning, teaching and assessing and their continual professional 

development. Inside Teaching has an emphasis throughout on encouraging 

dialogue with pupils about what they're doing, why they're doing it, and how they 

can evaluate and develop what they do. Including questions for reflection and 

summaries of key ideas, the book provides practical support to help teachers ensure 

that they make a real difference to their pupils' chances of success. Chapters 

include Pupils with different backgrounds and levels of support Working with your 

pupils' parents and carers Planning to frame your pupils' thinking Developing 

effective feedback for your pupils Making meetings useful Observing lessons and 

being observed. This practical book will be an essential resource for both trainee 

and practising teachers who want to help their pupils to fulfil their physical. 

emotional and intellectual potential. 

 

19 Inspiring collaboration and engagement: / Reeves, Julie - Sage London , 2020 

;xxii, 206p. 
53099 

 
This book offers a strategic framework for fostering collaboration across 

disciplines and with diverse audiences. Drawing on case studies and lived 

experiences, the editors provide guidelines for initiating, nurturing, and sustaining 

collaborative networks. The book covers topics such as identifying opportunities 

within and outside networks, resolving conflicts, overcoming resistance, and 

building trust. With its broad scope and practical insights, this resource is valuable 

for researchers, practitioners, and supporters seeking to engage with individuals, 

institutions, companies, and governments. 

 

20 Insecurity communities of South Asia and the Middle East: consequences of US 

foreign policy / Sharifi, Majid - Routledge New York , 2021 ;ix, 286p.  
53100 

 
This book critically examines how US foreign policy has produced a regional 

regime of instability and insecurity in South Asia and the Middle East. It focuses 
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on three interconnected zones of conflict—Afghanistan and Pakistan in South 

Asia, Iran and the Persian Gulf states, and Iraq and its neighbours. In a 

comprehensive historical survey, this work compares the governing behaviour of 

these states with that of the West, where the American foreign policy establishment 

has, in contrast, pushed for investing in collective security. The author studies 

various events throughout history such as the Taliban regime; the US-led war in 

Afghanistan; the Obama administration and Pakistan; the first and second Gulf 

wars; the Arab Spring, and the rise of ISIS to present a theoretical analysis of 

Washington’s consistent pursuit of multibalancing and regime change wars in the 

region. 

21 International copyright law: U.S. and E.U. perspectives text and cases / Ginsburg, 

Jane C. - Edward Elgar UK , 2015 ;xxviii, 849p.  

53101 

 
This book provides a comprehensive and comprehensible account of International 

Copyright Law and its neighbouring rights, helping students to chart a path through 

these often difficult waters. It illuminates the fundamental influence of the 

conventions and treaties that have shaped the current set of international norms, 

from the Berne Convention, and the Rome Convention of 1961, through to the 

WIPO Copyright Treaty and the TRIPS Agreement. 

 

22 International handbook on informal governance : / Christiansen, Thomas & 

Neuhold, Christine - Edward Elgar Cheltenham, U.K. | Northampton, MA , 2012 

;xii, 574p.  

53102 

 
This book provides a comprehensive examination of informal governance, 

recognizing its crucial role alongside formal rules and institutions. It offers diverse 

theoretical, conceptual, and normative perspectives on informal governance across 

various disciplinary lenses, policy domains, and regional contexts. By exploring 

the uses and effects of informal arrangements globally, this Handbook elevates the 

study of informal governance within academic scholarship. With multidisciplinary 

contributions, it will be valuable for postgraduate students and scholars in political 

science and global governance. 

 

23 International relations theory/ Kapitonenko, Mykola - Routledge New York , 2022 

;viii, 195p. 

53103 

 
This book offers a comprehensive exploration of international relations, presenting 

key theories and insights while considering regional nuances beyond the Anglo-

US academic environment. It guides students to perceive international politics in 

an organized and theoretical manner, helping them navigate its complexity 

effectively. Covering main theories, dilemmas, concepts, and methodological 

issues, the book also delves into neglected paradigms like institutionalism, 

Marxism, critical approaches, feminism, and power in world politics. It serves as 

a valuable main textbook or supplementary guide for courses including Foreign 

Policy Analysis, Conflict Studies, Security Studies, History of International 

Relations, International Organizations, and Global Governance. 

 

24 Interpretation in political theory/ Walsh, Sean Noah & Fatovic, Clement - 

Routledge New York, 2017 ;xiv,233p. 
53104 

 
This book theorists interested in learning more about any given interpretive 

approach are often required to navigate a dizzying array of sources, with no clear 

sense of where to begin. The prose of many primary sources is often steeped in 

dense and technical argot that novices find intimidating or even impenetrable. 
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Interpretation in Political Theory provide students of political theory a single 

introductory reference guide to major approaches to interpretation available in the 

field today. 

25 Introducing anthropology of religion: culture to the ultimate / Eller, Jack David - 

Routledge New York , 2022 ;xii, 347p. 
53105 

 
This book introduces students to the anthropological study of religion in the 

contemporary world, offering insights into key areas of the field and demonstrating 

how to apply an anthropological approach. Written by an experienced teacher, it 

covers traditional topics such as definitions, theories, symbols, myths, and rituals, 

while also addressing overlooked issues like morality, violence, and 

secularization. Lively case studies of religions practiced globally enrich each 

chapter. The third edition includes updates on material and visual religion, affect 

theory, and a new focus on medical and health topics. Emphasizing themes of race, 

gender, and power, the book encourages critical engagement. It features images, a 

glossary, discussion questions, and additional resources on a companion website. 

 

26 Introduction to Bibliometrics and Scientometrics: / Garg, Kailash C. - Ess Ess New 

Delhi , 2023 ;262p. 
53106 

 
This book Examines during the last five decades the quantum of scientometric and 

bibliometric studies in India has increased significantly. This is reflected by 

increasing number of publications in national and international journals by Indian 

library and information science scholars. The present book, Introduction to 

Bibliometrics and Scientometrics is written exclusively for students and research 

scholars working in the area of scientometrics and bibliometrics. The book 

provides a basic understanding of the several concepts of bibliometrics and 

scientometrics. The book comprises eleven chapters. Chapter one traces the 

historical evolution of the subject of bibliometrics and scientometrics. Metric 

concepts in Library and Information Science and their definitions have been 

discussed in chapter two. Data sources for bibliometric and scientometric analysis 

and journal evaluation has been discussed in chapter three. Bibliometric mapping 

of science presents an account of the entire gamut of bibliometric mapping 

encompassing methods, indicators, tools, and techniques with illustrative 

examples in chapter four. Fifth chapter deals with bibliometric mapping of 

productivity and impact by gender. Sixth chapter deals with the nuances of impact 

factor used for journal evaluation and as a surrogate measure for assessing the 

quality of research. Chapter seven on citation analysis discusses in detail the 

multifarious aspects of citations and how these are utilized to assess the influence, 

impact and visibility of scientific literature. Chapter eight describes different types 

of collaboration and different measures of collaboration etc. Chapter nine deals 

with techniques of bibliographical coupling, co-citation network, co-word analysis 

etc. Chapter ten describes growth and obsolescence of literature. Last chapter of 

the book is related to Classical laws of bibliometrics. This book is the result of 

author's research experience of more than three decades in the area of bibliometrics 

and scientometrics having more than 100 papers published on different aspects of 

bibliometrics and scientometrics to his credit. It is hoped that the book will be 

useful to students and professionals of library and information science and to 

scholars engaged in research in bibliometrics and scientometrics, science policy 

makers, administrators, academics and academic employers. 
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27 Introduction to contemporary social theory: / Elliott, Anthony - Routledge New 

York, 2022 ;xi,551p. 
53107 

 
This book offer a comprehensive and clear introduction to contemporary social 

theory, covering major traditions from the Frankfurt School to the digital 

revolution. The new chapter on the digital revolution examines the impact of 

technological developments on society, culture, and politics, including artificial 

intelligence and robotics. The textbook explores key developments in social 

theory, including American pragmatism, structuralism, post-structuralism, 

feminism, globalization, and world-systems theory, drawing on the ideas of 

prominent social theorists such as Foucault, Bourdieu, Habermas, and Butler. With 

stylish exposition and original insights, this textbook is essential for both students 

and academics. 

 

28 Introduction to international relations: theory and practice / Kaufman, Joyce P - 

Rowman &Littlefield United Kingdom, 2022 ;xi,339p. 
53108 

 
This book offers an introduction to four key theoretical frameworks in 

international relations—realism, liberalism, constructivism, and feminist theory—

utilizing levels of analysis to explore contemporary global politics. Through case 

studies on various topics such as climate change, gender, peace and security, 

migration, and China's rise, Kaufman demonstrates the practical applications of 

these frameworks. The third edition delves into critical issues like globalization, 

the influence of non-state actors, civil conflicts, and the imperative for global 

collaboration in addressing existential crises like climate change. Notable 

revisions include discussions on democratic backsliding, the Covid-19 pandemic, 

cyberterrorism, EU changes, and an expanded focus on international political 

economy. 

 

29 Introduction to regional economic development: major theories and basic 

analytical tools / Dinç, Mustafa, - Edward Elgar United Kingdom, 2015 ;xi, 208p. 
53109 

 
This book offers a straightforward introduction to key theories in regional and local 

economic development, tracing their evolution and discussing essential topics like 

governance, institutions, and local leadership in the context of globalization. It 

provides accessible explanations of basic analytical tools and includes practical 

templates in MS Excel for easy application. Additionally, the book introduces 

conflict management strategies into the regional development process and presents 

a decision support framework tailored for regional development initiatives. 

 

30 Introduction To Sociology: Concepts and Theories / Mohan,Brij. - Routledge New 

York, 2022 ;xiv,388p. 
53110 

 
This book provides a comprehensive exploration of sociology as a distinct social 

science, tracing its historical evolution and analyzing various social theories, 

movements, and ideas. It examines the complex relationship between individuals 

and broader social forces, including culture, politics, economics, and religion. 

Emphasizing sociology's interdisciplinary nature, it connects with other fields such 

as philosophy, history, political science, economics, psychology, and 

anthropology. The book also highlights the importance of quantitative and 

qualitative research methods in understanding social dynamics. Drawing from 

classical social theorists, it offers a clear overview of sociological perspectives and 

theories, making it an essential resource for students in sociology, development 

studies, social theory, research methods, and related disciplines. 
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31 Introductory psychology in modules : understanding our heads, hearts, and hands 

/ Pelham, Brett W. - Routledge New York, 2021 ;xvi, 617p.  
53111 

 
This book offers a unique and comprehensive approach to teaching psychology 

through thirty-six modules, fostering interactive learning and critical thinking. 

Each module includes an essay on a specific psychology topic, supplemented by 

hands-on activities, group discussion proposals, and practice quizzes. The modular 

format allows instructors to customize the course content to suit their preferences 

and the needs of their students. This textbook covers classic theories, research, and 

contemporary findings, making it essential for introductory psychology courses. 

Its adaptable format also makes it suitable for supplementary reading in related 

fields such as nursing, medicine, social work, policing, and sociology, where 

critical thinking is essential. 

 

32 Islam, law, and the modern state: (re)imagining liberal theory in Muslim contexts 

/ Jamal, Arif A. - Routledge New York, 2018 ;xi,149p. 
53112 

 
This book explores the global phenomenon of the (re)emergence of religion into 

issues of public debate, one of the most salient issues confronting contemporary 

Muslim societies is how to relate the legal and political heritage that developed in 

pre-modern Islamic polities to the political order of the modern states in which 

Muslims now live. This work seeks to develop a framework for addressing this 

issue. The central argument is that liberal theory, and in particular justice as 

discourse, can be normatively useful in Muslim contexts for relating religion, law 

and state. Just as Muslim contexts have developed historically, and continue to 

develop today, the same is the case with the requisites of liberal theory, and this 

may allow for liberal choices to be made in a manner that is not a renunciation of 

Muslim heritage. 

 

33 Justice and the meritocratic state/ Mulligan, Thomas - Routledge New York , 2018 

;xi, 225p. 
53113 

 
This book described to address societal divisions by emphasizing the concept of 

meritocracy, which focuses on allocating resources based on what individuals 

deserve. Mulligan's theory of economic justice, rooted in empirical research on 

human perceptions of fairness, offers a departure from conventional debates about 

equality and liberty. By highlighting the importance of merit-based rewards, the 

book offers policy recommendations to tackle issues like gender and racial biases 

and economic inequality. This interdisciplinary work, appealing to philosophers, 

economists, and political theorists, presents innovative solutions to pressing social 

and economic challenges. 

 

34 Justice, sustainability, and security: global ethics for the 21st century / Heinze, Eric 

A. - Palgrave Macmillan New York , 2013 ;xiii, 250p. 

53114 

 
This book offers more than an exploration of socio-economic issues; it prompts 

reflection on moral dimensions and provides guidance for governments and global 

actors to shape policies conscientiously. By offering insightful analysis and 

thoughtful prescriptions, it aims to steer policymakers towards ethically sound and 

socially responsible decision-making processes. With a focus on improving the 

global human condition, the book serves as a valuable resource for those seeking 

to address socio-economic challenges with integrity and compassion. 

 

35 Kant and Parfit: the groundwork of morals / Sarkar, Husain - Routledge New York 

, 2018 ;xviii, 375p. 
53115 
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This book critically examines Derek Parfit’s influential work "On What Matters," 

particularly focusing on his argument for the integration of deontology and 

contractualism leading to utilitarian conclusions, which the author terms "The 

Ultimate Derivation." Husain Sarkar contends that this derivation is untenable, 

traversing Parfit's terrain to demonstrate its flaws. Sarkar delves into Parfit's 

engagement with ethical thinkers like Kant, Rawls, and Scanlon, highlighting a 

utilitarian bias. Furthermore, Sarkar argues that Parfit's Triple Theory fails to unify 

conflicting moral theories without substantial utilitarian assumptions. The book 

concludes with a critique of Parfit's Convergence Principle in meta-ethics. Despite 

acknowledging Parfit’s humane concerns, Sarkar maintains that Parfit’s work falls 

short in its ambitious aims. 

 

36 Key Concepts In Politics And International Relations: / Heywood, Andrew - 

Bloomsburry New Delhi, 2015 ;xiii, 260p. 
53116 

 
This book offers a comprehensive guide to key concepts in politics and 

international relations, acknowledging the central role these concepts play in 

political discourse and argumentation. It addresses the challenge of varying 

interpretations by providing clear definitions and exploring the significance of 

each term in political analysis and practice. With updates to reflect the impact of 

globalization, including 70 additional concepts, the second edition remains a lively 

and engaging resource for students seeking to navigate the complexities of politics 

and international relations. 

 

37 Knowledge Auditing in Context Of Quality Teaching and Research In Higher 

Education: / Vaishnav, Ashwini Anand - Ess Ess New Delhi, 2022 ;388p. 
53117 

 
This book explores the importance of evaluating universities and colleges to 

maintain quality in higher education, drawing from recommendations by the 

National Knowledge Commission (NKC) for system reforms. It introduces the 

concept of knowledge audit as a tool for assessing educational efficiency, focusing 

on its application in teaching and research contexts. Covering departmental 

evaluation, teaching methods, research quality, and knowledge assets, the book 

advocates for an efficient audit model to enhance standards. Aimed at students and 

professionals, it aims to familiarize readers with knowledge audit fundamentals 

and encourage its use for improving teaching and research in educational 

institutions. 

 

 

38 Language, the loaded weapon: the use and abuse of language today / Bolinger, 

Dwight - Routledge New York , 2022 ;xiv, 250p. 
53118 

 
The book delves into societal problems entangled with language, posing questions 

about language teaching, technology's impact on communication, information 

biases, and expert authority. Bolinger's insights remain relevant today, with a new 

foreword by James Paul Gee providing modern context. Essential reading for those 

interested in understanding language's impact on society. This book is originally 

published in 1980 and reissued as a Routledge Linguistics Classic, offers an 

introduction to and critique of language. Bolinger explores linguistic form and 

meaning, applying them to issues such as correctness, truth, class, manipulation in 

advertising, discrimination, and power dynamics.  

 

39 Law and society in Latin America : a new map / Rodríguez-Garavito, Cesar - 

Routledge New York , 2015 ;xi, 293p.  

53119 
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This book provides a comprehensive examination of the significant legal and 

political transformations in the region over the past two decades. Leading Latin 

American legal scholars analyze the transition to democracy, institutional 

innovations, and the impact of globalization on Latin American law. The book 

explores the importation of legal ideas and institutions, such as commercial 

regulations and adversarial criminal justice systems, alongside the globalization of 

human rights. It highlights the emergence of laws and institutions addressing 

historical discrimination and human rights violations, shaping both the regional 

institutional landscape and global legal discourse. 

 

40 Leading for All: how to create truly inclusive and excellent / Spencer-Iiams, 

Jennifer - Corwin Press California , 2021 ;xiv, 203p. 
53120 

 
This book is a practical guide offering educators a clear pathway to cultivate 

inclusive school communities. Authored by Jennifer Spencer-Iiams and Josh Flosi, 

who draw from their experience in building district schools focused on inclusivity, 

the book emphasizes three key areas: Creating Inclusive Cultures, Improving 

Instructional Practices, and Increasing Student Voice. With real stories and 

actionable strategies, the book equips educators with the tools to promote 

inclusion, enhance instructional quality, and amplify student participation, 

fostering better academic outcomes for all students. 

 

41 Leading the 21st-Century Academic Library : successful strategies for envisioning 

and realizing preferred futures / Eden, Bradford Lee - Rowman & Littlefield 

Maryland , 2015 ;xxii, 158p. 

53121 

 
This book offers an in-depth exploration of the profound changes reshaping the 

library landscape in recent years. Volume 1 focuses on visionary leadership and 

future directions in academic libraries, addressing critical aspects such as 

architecture, technology integration, resource management, and client services. 

With digitalization at its core, the series emphasizes the importance of adapting to 

manage and preserve digital information effectively. Academic librarians are 

increasingly focusing on digital resource management and information literacy to 

guide users in navigating networked knowledge. 

 

42 Learning Bodies: The Body in Youth and Childhood Studies / Coffey, Julia & 

Budgeon, Shelley - Springer Singapore , 2016 ;viii, 267p. 
53122 

 
This book offers a comprehensive exploration of the significance of young people's 

bodies, challenging perspectives that frame them solely as 'problems' or sources of 

risk. By engaging with conceptual, empirical, and pedagogical approaches, the 

authors delve into various dimensions of youth experiences, spanning diverse 

geographical and disciplinary contexts. Through research conducted across 

Australia, North America, Britain, Canada, Asia, and Africa, insights from 

sociology, education, and cultural studies are synthesized to demonstrate the 

implications of reframing our understanding of children and youth through a focus 

on the body and embodiment. 

 

43 Legal reason: the use of analogy in legal argument / Weinreb, Lloyd L. - 

Cambridge University Press New York , 2016 ;x, 188p. 
53123 

 
This book argues that analogical reasoning, commonly employed in everyday life, 

is essential in law due to its requirement to apply general rules to individual cases. 

Addressing critiques from the first edition, a new chapter offers rebuttals and 

clarifications. Accessible to scholars, students, and anyone interested in law, 
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"Legal Reason" uses clear language and examples from both legal contexts and 

everyday life to illustrate its points. 

44 Let there be light: prisms of India-China cultural relations / Masood, Asma - KW 

Publishers New Delhi , 2022 ;xv, 297p. 
53124 

 
This book explores India-China relations through a cultural lens, emphasizing the 

shared history and intellectual connections between the two ancient civilizations. 

The Chennai Centre for China Studies (C3S) highlights the importance of 

strengthening people-to-people relations between India and China, organizing 

International Cultural Conferences from 2017-2019 to facilitate dialogue and 

understanding. Through historical lessons, contemporary insights, and foresight, 

the book aims to enhance inter-cultural links and foster greater understanding 

between the two nations.anniversary of the founding of People’s Republic of China 

in 2019.  

 

45 Leveraging high-technology developments in the Chinese military and maritime 

domains : impact on Indian Ocean regional security / Agnihotri, Kamlesh K. - KW 

Publisher New Delhi , 2022 ;xxxii, 286p. 

53125 

 
This book delves into the modernization efforts of the Chinese People's Liberation 

Army (PLA) with a focus on its ambition to become a formidable force capable of 

countering global adversaries by 2050. Emphasizing the role of advanced 

technologies such as artificial intelligence and hypersonic weapons, it explores key 

developments like rail guns and unmanned vehicles. Additionally, it analyzes the 

implications of China's naval presence in the Indian Ocean Region for India's 

maritime security interests. Offering valuable recommendations, the book is 

essential reading for Indian security strategists, policymakers, scientists, and 

maritime practitioners seeking to address these challenges effectively. 

 

46 Libraries and Open Science: Issues, Challenges and Opportunities / Sonkar, K.K. 

& Singh, M.P. - Ess Ess Publication New Delhi , 2022 ;xxv, 443p. 
53126 

 
This comprehensive book delves into the intricate subject matter of open science 

and its application within library settings. Covering a wide array of topics 

including Open Courseware, Open-Source Software, and Copyright and Common 

Creativity, it explores the practicalities and theoretical underpinnings of open 

science. Readers ranging from researchers and data scientists to librarians and 

academicians will find valuable insights, enabling them to better comprehend and 

harness the potential of open science. By fostering greater access to education and 

promoting equity, this book aims to empower individuals to fully leverage the 

opportunities presented by this rapidly evolving field. 

 

47 Mainstreaming the marginalised : fresh perspectives on India's tribal story / 

Mohanty, Seemita - Routledge Newyork , 2022 ;xvii, 228p. 

53127 

 
This book offers a comprehensive view of the relationship between the Indian 

tribes and the mainstream. It covers key topics such as health, education, 

development, livelihood, disability and culture, and presents new insights by 

focusing on the perspective of the 21st-century tribal youth of the country. The 

volume explores inclusive education for scheduled tribes children mainstreaming 

tribal children mental health and superstition ageing and morbidity and 

psychological distress among elderly tribal population empowerment via 

handicraft livelihoods via non-timber forest produce the Forest Right Act the tribal 

sub-plan approach tribal cuisine and issues of food identity myths and feminism. 
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The book combines fresh research viewpoints with ideas on implementable 

solutions that would facilitate a more inclusive development for one of the most 

marginalized communities while highlighting critical issues and concerns. 

48 Managing security: concepts and challenges / Cleary, Laura R. & Darby, Roger - 

Routledge Newyork , 2022 ;xvi, 251p. 
53128 

 
This book offers a comprehensive exploration of security sector reform (SSR), 

addressing fundamental questions about the nature of security and effective 

governance. Drawing on real-world examples, it provides readers with guiding 

principles and practical insights into managing security institutions. Written by 

practitioners for practitioners, the book includes case studies and exercises to 

encourage critical reflection and application of concepts. Suitable for students of 

security studies and defense management, as well as security practitioners, this text 

serves as a valuable resource for understanding and addressing issues within the 

security sector. 

 

49 Managing the psychological contract: / Abdullah, Abm. - Palgrave Macmillan 

Switzerland , 2017 ;234p. 

53129 

 
This book explores the differences between Western and non-Western cultures to 

provide a more comprehensive understanding of psychological contract and its 

consequences on employees’ behavioral, attitudinal, and cognitive outcomes. 

Further, it discusses the culturally-relevant elements of HR practices that affect 

employee expectations, job satisfaction, commitment, and motivation based on 

their perceptions of the level of fulfilment of their psychological contract. 

Integrating both qualitative and quantitative methods, it is the first book to examine 

the current state of the South Asian workforce and will advance research on 

industrial relations, employee relationship management, and corporate 

management of South Asian employees around the world. 

 

50 Marginalized communities and decentralized institutions in India: an exclusion 

and inclusion perspective / Balaramulu, Chinnala - Routledge Newyork , 2021 

;xviii, 141p.  

53130 

 
This book examines the causes and consequences of marginalization of social 

groups and the state of democratic decentralization in India in the unfolding 

context of globalization and changing perspectives of development models and 

institutions. The first of its kind, it correlates macro-and micro-level issues to 

understand social exclusion and inclusion and the level of participation of 

democratic institutions at the grassroots level since economic liberalization (1991) 

and the 73rd Constitution Amendment Act of 1992, marking three decades since 

granting constitutional status to the Panchayati Raj Institutions. 

 

51 Marketing for special and academic libraries : a planning and best practices 

sourcebook / Gordon, Valerie S. - Rowman & Littlefield Lanham, 2016 ;xix, 157p. 
53131 

 
This book describes Marketing for Special and Academic Libraries is an easy-to-

follow, practical, easily-implementable, 21st-Century marketing book for 

academic and special libraries. Written by two practicing librarians who are 

passionate about communicating with user, the book provides both the inspiration 

and drive to market your library and practical tips and suggestions on how to do 

that effectively. 
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52 Men of steel: military leadership for India / Singh, A.K. - Knowledge World New 

Delhi, 2022 ;xiv, 188p. 
53132 

 
This book offers valuable lessons applicable beyond the armed forces, resonating 

with academia, governance professionals, and the corporate world. Highlighting 

the critical role of leadership in ensuring national security, it underscores the 

importance of cultivating steadfast and visionary leaders capable of navigating the 

complexities of modern warfare. Editors Lt Gen AK Singh and Maj Gen (Dr.) 

Yash Mor bring extensive experience and expertise to the discussion, providing 

practical insights on developing leaders with the requisite skills and resilience. 

With a focus on excellence and character, this book serves as a guide for aspiring 

leaders across various domains. 

 

53 Mentoring to empower researchers/ Hopkins, Sam - Sage London, 2020 ;xv, 220p. 53133 
 

This book provides guidance on how to set up mentorship programmes in your 

institutions, and the skills of an effective mentor, including Mentorship for 

transition points, Skills development needed for publication, funding application 

and networking, Mentorship for performing supervision duties. This is a practical 

and easy-to-use guide that draws on the editors’ extensive experience, and an 

invaluable tool for practitioners, career advisors and academics working in 

research and skills development. 

 

54 Military and Democracy in Nepal/ Adhikari, Indra - Routledge New York , 2020 

;xviii, 364p. 
53134 

 
This book focuses on the response of the military in Nepali polity which tried to 

practice a multi-party system along with the concept of the 'king in Parliament' 

after the restoration of democracy. It discusses the democratic struggle in Nepal, 

and the response of the military to such struggle. 

 

55 Mining and environmental sustainability: / Kumar, Rajesh - Prakashan Kuteer 

New Delhi , 2019 ;vii, 272p. 
53135 

 
This book offer issue of mining environmentalism, offering insights and strategies 

for sustainable practices in the mining industry. It targets a wide audience 

including students, mining engineers, environmentalists, manufacturers, 

legislators, regulators, financiers, and journalists. Highlighting the significant 

economic role of mining while acknowledging its environmental impact, the book 

explores ways for the industry to minimize its ecological footprint. It emphasizes 

the importance of adopting sustainable practices in response to global economic 

uncertainty and growing concerns about safety, security, and health. 

 

56 Multicultural psychology: self, society, and social change / Pedrotti, Jennifer 

Teramoto - Sage Thousand Oaks, California , 2021 ;xix, 400p. 
53136 

 
This book is combining theory and history with an active approach rooted in self-

reflection, Multicultural Psychology applies a framework of self-awareness and 

social justice to foundational and current topics across Multicultural Psychology 

studies today. Multicultural Psychology focuses on identity and its social context 

to help students view culture not just as a minority issue, but a way of 

understanding all human experiences. Multicultural Psychology will help students 

apply concepts to their own lives at point of learning, to assess their own awareness 

and progress, and to consider their own role and ability to engage in social change. 

With this balanced approach, Multicultural Psychology helps students entering the 

course with varied levels of cultural and diversity awareness to understand their 
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individual and social cultural contexts, to gain awareness of their interactions with 

others, and to understand the intersections that occur with other cultures across 

their lives and careers. 

57 Muslim communities and cultures of the Himalayas: conceptualizing the global 

Ummah / Fewkes, Jacqueline H. & Sijapati, Megan Adamson - Routledge 

Newyork , 2021 ;xvi,167p. 

53137 

 
This book offers a multidisciplinary examination of Muslim communities and 

Islamic traditions in the Himalayan region. It delves into individual perspectives, 

religious practices, and the concept of the Ummah, exploring how Muslims 

navigate regional identities and engage with religious expressions. Through 

analyzing historical and contemporary contexts, the book sheds light on the diverse 

cultural and social dynamics shaping Muslim experiences in the Himalayas. It 

emphasizes the region as a space of geographic and cultural convergence, where 

local, national, and global interests intersect. With insights from anthropology, 

geography, history, and religious studies, this work expands our understanding of 

the Himalayas beyond its religious dimensions, appealing to scholars in various 

academic disciplines. 

 

58 Nation and family: personal law, cultural pluralism, and gendered citizenship in 

India / Subramanian, Narendra - Routledge Abingdon oxon , 2022 ;xvii, 377p. 

53138 

 
This book examines why India's postcolonial policymakers enacted significant 

changes to inherited personal laws, particularly concerning women's rights, 

compared to other countries such as Turkey, Tunisia, Pakistan, Iran, Sudan, and 

Nigeria. Subramanian argues that discourses surrounding community and state-

society relations heavily influence personal law reforms. The interaction between 

ruling elites' narratives about the nation, its cultural groups, and traditions, 

alongside state-society relations, shapes the trajectory of multiculturalism, the role 

of religion in public policy, and family life regulation. By emphasizing the impact 

of communitarian discourses on public policy, this book offers insights into 

comparative politics, political sociology, and legal studies. 

 

59 Navigating research funding with confidence: / Spencely, Carol - SAGE 

Publications Ltd London , 2020 ;184p. 

53139 

 
This book offers insight into how to secure, manage and effectively research 

funding in the changing order of global economy and competing research 

priorities. It gives you the perspectives of those who seek, and those who award 

research funding, such as governments, companies and foundations. Examining 

the full cycle and elements of influence of research funding. 

 

60 Navigating the Indian cyberspace maze: guide for policymakers / Chhibbar, 

Ashish - KW Publishers Pvt Ltd New Delhi , 2020 ;xvi, 266p. 

53140 

 
This book presents an exciting and fascinating journey into the world of 

cyberspace with focus on the impactful technologies of AI, block chain and Big 

Data analysis, coupled with an appraisal of the Indian cyberspace ecosystem. It 

has been written especially for a policymaker in order to provide a lucid overview 

of the cyberspace domain in adequate detail. 

 

61 No freedom without regulation: the hidden lesson of the subprime crisis / Singer, 

Joseph William - Yale University Press London , 2015 ;215p. 

53141 
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This volume challenges the common belief that more regulation equates to less 

freedom. Joseph William Singer, a leading expert on property law, argues that 

regulation is essential for maintaining freedom and democracy, as well as for the 

functioning of free markets and private property. Using the subprime crisis as a 

case study, Singer demonstrates how regulation safeguards economic freedom and 

consumer protection. He emphasizes the symbiotic relationship between 

government regulation and market freedom, bridging the ideological divide 

between liberals and conservatives on these issues. A must-read for policymakers, 

philosophers, economists, and financial professionals, this book provides valuable 

insights into the role of regulation in preserving fundamental freedoms. 

 

62 Non-governmental organizations and development: / Lewis, David - Routledge 

UK , 2021 ;xiii, 258p. 

53142 

 
This book NGOs and development combining a critical overview of the main 

research literature with a set of up-to-date theoretical and practical insights drawn 

from experience in Asia, Europe, Africa and elsewhere. This critical overview will 

be useful to students of development studies at undergraduate and masters levels 

in fields and disciplines as diverse as International Development Studies, 

International Relations, Geography, Anthropology, Global Studies and Politics, 

International Studies, as well as general readers and practitioners. 

 

63 Northeast India and India's Act East policy: identifying the priorities / Singh, M. 

Amarjeet - Routledge New York , 2020 ;xiii, 207p.  
53143 

 
This book offers a comprehensive analysis of India's Act East policy within the 

context of Northeast India, providing insights into the expectations and challenges 

of the region. Contributors critically examine the implementation of the policy by 

the current government and assess its impact from local perspectives. Key 

questions addressed include the integration of Northeast India into the Act East 

policy, challenges faced by the region, significance of policy changes, and 

expectations of Southeast and East Asia. Bridging knowledge gaps, this book 

serves as a valuable resource for policymakers and academics in development 

studies, international relations, Northeast India, and South Asian politics. 

 

64 Nuclear ethics in the twenty-first century: survival, order, and justice / Doyle, 

Thomas E. - Routledge New York , 2021 ;XII, 207p. 
53144 

 
This book relates a complex ethical (re)assessment of the continued reliance by 

some states on nuclear weapons as instruments of state power. This (re)assessment 

is more urgent considering the relatively recent intensification of great power 

conflict dynamics and the nuclear-weapon states’ recommitments to modernizing, 

augmenting, or tailoring their nuclear forces to address vital state and alliance 

interests. And, especially since the beginning of the administration of U.S. 

President Donald J. Trump, these recommitments have accelerated the degree to 

which the political and moral dilemmas of (the threat of) nuclear use define and 

intensify existential risks for specific states and the international community at 

large. 

 

65 Opportunities for India in a changing world: / Gupta, Arvind - K W Publishers Pvt 

Ltd New Delhi , 2022 ;xxiii, 302p. 

53145 

 
This book discusses the shifting dynamics of the post-World War order, marked 

by the rise of China, changes in US engagement, and evolving alliances. Amidst 

challenges like climate change, terrorism, and migrations, the book emphasizes 
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India's need to adapt to a complex security landscape. It advocates for India to 

seize opportunities in a reconfigured world while embracing self-reliance as 

outlined in Prime Minister Narendra Modi's Atmanirbhar Bharat initiative. 

Exploring the intersections of geopolitics, globalization, technology, and foreign 

policy, the book offers insights into navigating the uncertainties of the future. 

66 Pakistan's Security Dynamics and Nuclear Weapons: / Nayan, Rajiv & Chawla, 

Shalini - K W Publishers Pvt Limited New Delhi , 2022 ;xix, 315p. 
53146 

 
This book tells about pakistan’s nuclear thinking, its ambiguous doctrine, and 

posture-revolving around the much-acclaimed fill spectrum deterrence, remains 

critical for Indian policymakers and the international security community. The 

Pakistani security rationale is indeed one of the crucial dimensions of Pakistan’s 

complex dynamics. With all the existing domestic, economic, and security 

challenges, which are detrimental to nation’s growth, the stable factor has been 

Pakistan’s military and nuclear build-up. Past experience suggests its acquisition 

of nuclear weapons and expansion of the arsenal will continue to be rationalised 

as an ultimate guarantee of security, deterrent to Indian conventional military 

superiority, to perceived threat perceptions vis-à-vis India, and to provide an 

umbrella to pursue a proxy war through terrorism. In this context, it is important 

to undertake a study on Pakistan’s security dimensions and its nuclear positioning 

to allow India to evaluate its options against Pakistan. 

 

67 Pakistan's security and the India-US strategic partnership : nuclear politics &amp 

national security / Bukhari, Syed Shahid Hussain - Routledge New york , 2021 ;x, 

264p. 

53147 

 
The book explores the nuclear doctrines of India and Pakistan that provide an 

insight into the role of nuclear weapons in maintaining deterrence in the region. 

To understand the power dynamics caused by the strategic partnership and their 

impact on strategic stability in South Asia, the author utilizes the Balance of Power 

and Power Transition theories. 

 

68 पर्यावरण संरक्षण एवं कयनून/ शर्या, रयज कुर्यर - कल्पनय प्रकयशन दिल्ली , 2021 ;III, 

236पृ. 

53148 

 
र्ह पुस्तक पर्यावरण सुरक्षय कयनून के बयरे र्ें बतयती है पर्यावरण की प्रकृदत दनरन्तर 

पररवतानशील रही है दजसके अन्तागत वतार्यन र्ें पर्यावरण कय अध्यर्न दवज्ञयन एवं सर्यज 

दवज्ञयन  ंकी दवदिन्न शयखयओं र्ें दकर्य जय रहय है। फलस्वरूप इसकी प्रकृदत बहुदवषर्ी ह  

गई हैं। प्रयरम्भ र्ें पर्यावरण कय अध्यर्न प्रयकृदतक दवज्ञयन  ंर्ें ही दकर्य जयतय थय लेदकन 

पर्यावरण के घटक  ंके तीव्रगदत से ि हन से पर्यावरण की सुरक्षय एवं पयररस्थथदतक तंत्र के 

सनु्तलन क  बनयरे् रखने के दलए इसके अध्यर्न कय के्षत्र दवसृ्तत दकर्य गर्य तयदक प्रयकृदतक 

दवज्ञयन  ंके सयथ-सयथ प्रयकृदतक उपक्रर्  ंएवं र्यनवीर् दक्रर्यकलयप  ंकय अध्यर्न सर्यज 

दवज्ञयन  ंर्ें िी दकर्य जय सके। इस दृदि से वतार्यन र्ें सर्यजशयस्त्र, रयजनीदतदवज्ञयन, इदतहयस 

एवं सयदहत्य र्ें िी पर्यावरण अध्यर्न कय सर्यवेश दकर्य गर्य है। इसके कयरण पर्यावरण 

अध्यर्न की प्रकृदत बहुदवषर् बन गई है। 

 

69 Passages of fortune: exploring dynamics of international migration from Punjab / 

Nanda, A. K. - Routledge Abingdon Oxon , 2022 ;XX, 335p. 
53149 

 
This book examines international out-migration from North India, focusing on the 

state of Punjab. It is the first-ever empirical exploration of the causes, processes, 

patterns and consequences of international out-migration based on a robust sample 
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of 10,000 households drawn from both rural and urban areas. The volume explores 

a range of issues such as current migration, return migration, remittances, reverse 

remittances, diaspora philanthropy, migration consultancy services, international 

marriages, campaigns for safe migration abroad, and plans for emigration in future. 

It also addresses questions surrounding the use of paid labour by households to 

replace the work done by the emigrants, and studies villages as the migration 

setting. Besides, the book organically links to a well spread-out and vibrant Punjabi 

diaspora, as well as provides viable e baseline data on a range of indicators.  

70 PCET: learning and teaching in the post compulsory sector / Tummons, Jonathan 

- Sage Publication London , 2020 ;XI, 369p. 
53150 

 
This book offers readers a critical examination of the Post-Compulsory Education 

and Training (PCET) sector in the UK while also introducing global perspectives. 

It delves into various aspects such as learners' diversity, challenges, and 

contemporary themes, making it suitable as a primary course text for PGCE 

(PCET) programs and other education courses. With pedagogical features like 

critical questions, real teacher and learner experiences, and practical links, the text 

serves as a comprehensive resource for anyone seeking to understand PCET. 
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